GENERAL   INFORMATION
it may have a check twill or herringbone
pattern Harne lewis Bannockbum and
Donegal tweeds are well known Tweeds is
said to have been written in error by a clerk for
twills
Twelfth Night is the eve of the feast of the
Epiphany and m olden tunes was made the
occasion of many festivities It was the most
popular festival next to Christmas but is now
little observed
Twilight is the light which is reflected from the
tipper portion of the earth s atmosphere when
the sun is below the horizon (before sunrise or
after sunset) The term Ja most usually under
stood to refer however to the evening light
the morning light we call dawn. The twilight
vanes m duration in different countries accord
ing to the position of the sun In tropical
countries it is short in the extreme north it
continues through the night
Tyburn a former small tributary of the Thames
which gave its name to the distract where now
stands the Mirble Arch Hyde Park Here
public executions formerly took place
Tycoon the title by which the commander in chief
of the Japanese army (virtually tic ruler of
Japan) was formerly described by foreigners
(In Japanese taikun means great lord or prince)
The term is now applied usually in a derogatory
sense to an influential business magnate
Tympanum is m architectural phraseology the
triangular spice at the back of a pediment or
indeed any space in a similar position as over
window or between the hntel and the arch of a
doorway In ecclesiastical edifices the tym
panum is often utilised for sculptured orna
mentation
Tynwald, the title given to the Parliament of the
Isle of Man which includes the Governor and
Council (the Upper House) and the House ot
Keys the representative assembly This prac
tically constitutes Home Eule the Acts passed
br the Tynwald simply requiring the assent of
the Sovereign
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third ejre on the top of the head this is called
the pineal eye and corresponds to tissue which
in mammals forms the pineal gland.
Tube Foot, the characteristic organ of loco
motion o ^tarflahea and kindred animals They
are arranged in pairs along the underside of the
arms and their sucker like ends can grip a
surface Terr tightly The action of the suckera
depends on hydraulic pressure.
Tudor Period extends from 1485 to 1603 The first
Tudor sovereign waa Henry VH descended from
Owen Tudor then followed HenryVHL Edward
VI Mary and Elizabeth the last of the line
Tuesday the third day of the week named from
the Saxon deitr Tuisto Tiw or Teusco To the
Komans it was the day of Mars
Tuflertos a French royal and imperial palace
dating from 1&64 It was attacked by msur
genta during the outbreaks of 1792 1830 and
1848, and was burned down during the Com
mane of Paris in 1871
Tnmulds a mound of earth raised over the bodies
of the dead The mound of Marathon, enclos
ing the bodies of the Athenians who were
killed in the famous battle with the Persians
is a celebrated tumulus Such mounds were
commonly raised over the tombs of the dis
tinjjui shed dead in ancient times and sometimes
enclosed heavy structures of masonrv The
Roman barrows were tumuli Evidences of
such mounds are freauent in prehistoric remains
runa or Tunny a large marine Ash belonging to the
mackerel family frequenting the warm waters
of the Atlantic Pacific and Mediterranean
Tuna fisheries are an important mdustrv
Tundra the vast barren treeless plains with small
lakes and morasses lying in the arctic regions of
northern N" America and northern Russia where
the winters are long and severe and the subsoO
permanently frozen Sparsely inhabited by
nomadic peoples—Lapps Sarnoveds and Eata
mos—who support themselves by hunting and
fishing The reindeer is domesticated and sup
phes most of their needs
u
Uhlan, a light cavalry soldier armed with lance
pistol and sabre and employed chiefly as
skirmisher or scout Marshal Base had a corps
of them in the French Army and in the
Franco German war of 1870 the Prussian Uhlans
won fame
Ultramarine a sky blue pigment obtained from
topis lawh a stone found m Tibet Persia
Siberia and some other countries A cheaper
ultramarine is now produced by grinding and
heating a mixture of clay sulphur carbonate
of soda and resin
Ultrasonics sound waves of frequency so high as
to be inaudible to humans i e about 20 000
cycles per sec. and upwards Ultrasonic waves
are commonly produced by causing a solid
object to vibrate, with a suitably high frequency
and to impart its vibrations to the air or other
fluid The object may be a quartz or other
crystal rn which vibrations are excited electric-
ally or a nickel component which is magnetic
ally energised There are numerous technical
applications eo submarine echo sounding
flaw detection in castings drilling glass and
ceramics emulsificatlon Ultrasonic waves are
an" important tool of research m physics Bats
produce very loud sounds when they are flying
but at ultrasonic frequencies (20 000 to 100 000
c/s) so that -wectonot ourselves hear them.
Urtra-Violet Hays These are invisible electro-
magnetic rays whose wavelengths are less than
S 800 A (Angstrom •=> one-hundredth of a
millionth of a. centimetre) The sun s radiation
is rich, in ultra-violet light, but much of it never
reaches the earth being absorbed by molecules
of atmospheric gases On particular ozone) as
well as by soot and smoke particles One
beneficial effect of ultra-violet light on human
beings la that it brines about synthesis of
vitamin D from certain fatty substances (called
sferolsV itt the alrtn The wave-lengths which
effect: this vitamin synthesis, also cause sun tan
and Bun burn Ultra-violet lamps (which are
mercury vapour discharge lamps) are- also used
for sterilising the air inside buildings, their rays
Tungsten a hard brittle metal, symbol W (it was
formerly called wolfram) silver to grey rn
colour Its chief ores are wolframite (non and
manganese tunsstate) and scheelite (calcium
tungstate) Tungsten is alloyed m steel for
the manufacture of cutting tools also in the
aon ferrous alloy stelhte (<z t> J Electric lamp
filaments are made from tungsten. Tungsten
carbide is one of the hardest substances known
and is used for tipping tools.
Inrbines propelled by steam provide power for the
propulsion of many ships and on land steam
turbines are a principal source of power "being
used in large central electricity stations, for
instance to convert heat energy into electrical
energy Gas turbines have recently come mto
use in aeroplanes, and gas turbine railway
locomotives are being developed The first
gas-turbine ship had Its trials in 1947 Just half
a century after the first steam turbine ship
Turbot a large flat fish highly valued as food. It
often attains from 30 to 40 Ib m weight Its
flesh is white and firm It is confined to Euro
pean waters and is caught by line or trawl
Turkey a fowl of American origin brought to
Europe from America soon after the discovery
of that country It was a domesticated bird m
England in the first half of the 16th cent.
Turpentine an oily substance Obtained from
coniferous trees, mostly pines and firs. It is
widely used especially in making paints and
varnishes and also has medicinal properties
Turquoise formerly called Turkey Stone, is. a blue
or greenish-blue precious stone, the earliest and
"best specimens of which came from Persia It
is composed of & phosphate of aluminium, with
Email proportions of copper mod iron India
Tibet and Silesia yield turquoises and a variety
is found in New Mexico and Nevada. It derives
its name from the feet that the first specimens
were imported through Turkey
Turtle Dove, a summer -visitor from Africa to
southern England It is a small, slender .bird
with reddish-brown upper parts, pinkish throat
black tan with white edges, and a repeated
purring note,
Tweed. Arough surfaced fabric of the twilled type
usually all wool though cheaper krndfl may m-
-cluda cotton Of a soft, open, flexible texture

